
HOW TO EXPLAIN WRITING A PARAGRAPH ANCHOR

Hamburger Paragraph Writing Anchor Chart | Hamburger Paragraph Writing Poster .. These anchor charts are a great
way to teach your students the writing.

Students should quote the parts of the text that support their own ideas. How do students organize the
information? Before writing the body paragraphs or Juicy Middle , we make a chart together with opinion
words and phrases to link reasons and details together. Anchor text is a piece of text that matches the topic or
writing prompt. Click here to download this printable. I instruct the students to explain what the situation or
problem is then to state their position. Diving Deeper into Character Now that your students understand the
difference between inside and outside characteristics, dive deeper into describing a specific character. Then
encourage students to put the transition words into practice. Last year I began using anchor text, or text that
guides student writing, to teach my 4th-6th grade students how to quote and paraphrase text correctly. For
explanatory writing I often use pictures books about the topic that I check out from the library. That means
that the best parts to paraphrase are short phrases in the text that make you stop and think, inspiring new ideas.
The prompt is an an older newsletter freebie that is now available in my exclusive freebie library for email
subscribers only. Then they restate their main point and end their essay. Problem and solution? This particular
prompt showed a picture of an old, abandoned house and had the students determining if the local children
should be allowed to play in the house. Next, we move into different details that the students can use to
support their reasons. How much of the text should students use? Join me to amplify your writing instruction
with the mini-trainings and resources in my writing resource drive! This anchor chart is a wonderful idea
because students can write their idea s on a sticky note and then add it. Tactile learners can write their first
drafts on sentence strips and use this format to put the events in order before they transcribe their work onto
writing paper.


